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Agenda

Politics structures markets – and is a concern for business

Political risk as a conceptual foundation

Companies’ exposure to political risk – at the example of the insurance industry

What can companies do to deal with political risk? – A five steps approach

Discussion



• Political intervention occurs in 
every business environment and in 
every type of political system.

• Politics sets the legal and 
regulatory boundaries within 
which companies operate.

• Companies are affected by 
decisions made by governments, 
but also by many other “political”
actors in their external 
environment.

Politics structures all markets
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• What are the key characteristics of risk?
1. Future

2. Uncertainty

3. Human agency

• How to conceptualize risk?
1. Likelihood – how likely is a particular future event or development?

2. Impact – what would be the impact – or damage – in case of that particular event or development?

• What is a POLITICAL RISK? 
1. The likelihood that a politically induced event or decision occurs within a specific time frame

2. The expected impact – loss (or gain) – that a specific company faces as a result

Political risk as the conceptual foundation
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Politics as a persistent concern for business leaders
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Source: Mc Kinsey Economic Conditions Snapshot, June 2019 Source: Mc Kinsey Economic Conditions Snapshot, September 2014
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• Companies must engage with their external environment, including all political actors, to create and 
sustain competitive advantage.

• The key is to simultaneously develop an integrated strategy for competing in the marketplace and a 
strategy for dealing with actors that shape the external environment.

• Managing political risks – mitigating downside threats and exploiting upside opportunities – is an 
essential element of such an integrated corporate strategy.

Companies cannot escape politics. The way forward is engagement.
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Companies cannot escape politics. They must engage with their external 
environment and integrate developments and political risks into their 
corporate strategy.
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Companies’ exposure to political risk – the 
example of the re/ insurance industry
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✅What goods and resources does the 
company own?

✅What does the company owe to its 
debtors?

✅What does the company need to 
operate?

✅What is the economic situation in the 
company‘s market?

A simple exposure model applicable to every industry sector
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 The goal is to assess the company’s exposure against 
political risks on all four dimensions to understand the 
vulnerabilities and the impact of political developments 
on the business and its commercial success.



Example: applying the exposure model to an insurance company
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An insurance company sells covers 
against various types of risks to its 
clients; in return, the insured pays a 
premium to the insurance company. 
The underwritten risks are liabilities 
for the insurer. 

An insurance company invests the 
received premiums in ways that 
correspond to the company’s 
liabilities. These investments might 
be in government bonds, corporate 
bonds, or equity investments. 

An insurance company needs IT, 
HR, Legal, Communications, and 
other operational services to run its 
business. In addition, insurance 
companies are part of the highly 
regulated financial services sector.

An insurance company depends on 
the development of the overall 
economy, e.g., in property 
insurance, a 1% increase in GDP 
growth translates into approx. 0.5% 
higher premium volumes.

Insurance companies are exposed to risks – including political risks – on all dimensions.

Liabilities /  
Underwriting

Business 
EnvironmentOperations

Assets /  
Investments

General Insurance Ltd
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EnvironmentOperations
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The relevance of politics and political risks for insurance companies
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Threat of capital movement 
restrictions

“Soft market” conditions triggering more 
lax underwriting practices, e.g. 
accepting more terrorism exposure

Underwriting exposures in politically 
volatile emerging markets

Underwriting activities 
covering political risks, 
including social unrest, 
terrorism, all-risk policies

Politicized institutional and economic 
environment in growth markets

Changes in global financial and 
regulatory governanceThreat of state-supported industrial 

espionage and politically-motivated 
cyber-attacks

Expanding the company’s 
global physical presence

Expanding the global investment 
presence

Asset managers seeking new 
investments or investment classes 
(e.g., infrastructure, crypto)

Paradigm shifts in monetary policy 
(quantitative easing) leading to 
extremely low interest rates

Resurgence of populism in 
developed economies

Due to their business model, re/ insurers are particularly exposed to political risk. They must engage with their external 
environment to understand issues and trajectories, to forecast scenarios, and to mitigate risks.



What risks can be insured?
– event must be random

– ability to reasonably estimate 
frequency and damage

– large number of similarly 
exposed risks

– ability to achieve a prize that 
covers claims, administrative 
expenses, and capital costs

Underwriting political risks: When and what?
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The insurance industry offers 
coverage for any kind of risk –
including political risk – if it is 
able to hedge accumulation risk 
and loss potential.

Source: Tanner/ Lier (2007)
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• Political risk events drive market returns; and capital markets tend to react (negatively) to international 
crises or major shocks

• Insurance companies are asset managers. They are thus exposed to political risk: (a) investment 
portfolio negatively impacted by dips in financial markets; (b) negative impact on their own equity

Investing premiums on financial markets
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Source: Bloomberg, 
UBS CIO, April 2016
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• Any company is exposed to political threats and interventions, e.g.
– Legal and regulatory risks due to – sudden, unexpected – policy changes

– IT security risks due to state-supported or state-sponsored cyber attacks, industrial espionage

– International sanctions regimes levied against countries, companies, or individuals - and the obligation to comply 
with them

– Security risks for staff and premises in the case of political violence

• Insurance is part of the highly regulated financial services industry
– New laws and regulations: (a) prudential requirements (capital and solvency regimes) and (b) adherence to 

regulatory and supervisory frameworks to enforce prudential requirements as well as expected market behaviour

– International regulatory fragmentation: (re-)insurance depends on the ability to spread risks globally, across broad 
geographies; it also requires market access as well as no limitations to the free flow of capital

Operating a highly regulated and globally oriented business
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What can companies do to deal with 
political risk? – A five steps approach.
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Scan the horizon – identify political risk

Imagine the future – develop political risk scenarios

Understand the exposures – assess political risk

Decide on the response – mitigate political risk

Be prepared – have the right capabilities in place

Dealing with political risks: five key competencies for companies
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• Make risks transparent

• Reduce blind spots

• Detect emerging risks

• Sketch a comprehensive 
risk landscape aligned to 
your market priorities –
without missing out on 
spill-over effects and 
interdependencies

Environment analysis: “what issues emerge on the horizon and how do we 
monitor the risk landscape?”
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Source: Eurasia Group
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Source: European People’s Party



Issues
• What issues are at stake?

Actors
• Whose actions matter? – Individuals, societal groups, government officials, bureaucrats, international bodies?
• Where do the different actors meet?

Inte-
rests

• What do actors want (wealth, status, power)? 
• What do actors need to achieve to maximize their utility?

Resour
ces

• Do actors have sufficient information? What other assets do they have? How strong are their preferences?
• What factors incentivize and constrain the actor’s behaviour?

Out-
comes

• What strategy do actors pursue in the end? – Cooperation, coercion, compensation, disengagement?
• Who is going to prevail? And what will they do in the future?

Scenario development: “what is likely to happen?”
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- Overview your portfolio of assets and liabilities
- Insurance companies may have information available on the 

portfolio and country levels, with data covering information 
such as premiums written, open and past claims, event 
history, employees per location, etc.

- Country risk ratings – covering a range of potential risk 
events – may offer insights into the threat level

Vulnerability Assessment: “what would be the damage to our business?”
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Social unrest following the Covid-19 pandemic in emerging markets
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
After health crisis has passed, 
protests demand government 
change

Social fabric breaks down, 
triggered by a lack of food or 
medical supplies.

10% stress on social unrest 
related expected loss

50% stress on social unrest 
related expected loss

Scenario loss range:
 USD XXm (SRCC only)
 USD YYm (SRCC, glass, fire)

Scenario loss range:
 USD XXXm (SRCC only)
 USD YYYm (SRCC, glass, fire, 

theft)
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Have you run your (geo-)political assessment and stress test?

Source: KPMG, The CEO as Chief Geopolitical Officer, 2019

• What planning assumptions could be derailed by geopolitics?
• Are your financial forecasts and business pland stress-tested for (geo-)political stress?
• What does (geo)-political uncertainty mean for the availability and cost of capital?
• …

• How resilient is your business to the loss of key customers as a result of (geo-)political stress?
• How could your distribution networks or your supply markets be impacted?
• Which alternative markets should be explored in light of possible political trajectories?
• …

• Who is responsible for monitoring, assessing, and interpreting (geo-)political events?
• Are you sufficiently agile to respond to stress events – in IT, staff, etc.?
• Is your geopolitical intelligence of comparable quality to financial and operational data?
• …



Mitigation action plan: “what can we do to hedge or mitigate identified risks?”
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• Withdraw from markets
• Avoid certain customers
• Sell assets

Avoid

• Adapt market offerings, e.g. contractual clauses, financing agreements
• Pro-active lobbying and public affairs strategies
• Hedge financial portfolios

Reduce

• Outsource certain activities, transfer risk to capital markets
• Buy political risk insurance coverage
• Engage external contractors

Transfer

• Remain present in markets regardless of political risks
• Keep investments and assets Accept

4



Summary: what political risk assessments does your company need?
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Environment 
Analysis

Scenario 
Development

Vulnerability 
Assessment

Mitigation 
Action Plan

 What risks is the company potentially exposed to in its business activities?

 Which scenarios result from the environment analysis and which 
probabilities can be assigned to them?

 What is the company's exposure to the identified risks and its 
vulnerability given the future scenarios in its business activities?

 What possible measures does the company need to take to 
protect itself from the identified vulnerabilities and to take 
advantage of opportunities to create competitive advantages?



People

Strong expertise at the interfaces of politics, 
economics, and business

Understanding the industry, the business model, 
and the markets

Broad range of analytical and methodological 
skills; increasingly also data analytics skills

Strong communications and reportorial skills

Information and Data

Access to open source intelligence 

Personal networks

Political risk intelligence providers (commercial 
offerings)

The ”fifth element”: put the right capabilities in place
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 Hire in-house experts to build up internal capabilities
 Work with external consultants to understand the environment and for specific assessments
 Use external consultants to establish internal processes and systems



Discussion
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• What are your concerns regarding political risk in your operating environment? 
– What threats do you identify?

– What opportunities do you identify?

• How are you incorporating political risk analysis management into your risk management and strategy 
development?

• What risk management options are you considering in the event of political risk to your operating 
environment in a developed market?

• …

Discussion
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Thank you!
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